Join Us

WE'RE LOOKING FOR
INTERNS
Connections-Experiment.com

We are offering internship opportunities in all the following areas. We
will assign one intern per team. Please use the application link to apply
internship positions.

CONTENT (PERSPECTIVE) TEAM

EXPERIMENT BENEFITS TEAM

If you're looking for an internship where you can really have
the opportunity to fly with your unique talents and abilities,
this project might just be the perfect fit. In this role, help
us provide a broadened & unique perspective of what family
history is by working with our Perspective Team on content
creation, new ideas, compiling plans, initiating challenges
for our users, and helping us to create an overall better
perspective of what family history truly is through our 21
day experiments. Interns will be given opportunities to
apply current educational tools as well as develop new ideas
and techniques with hands-on experience and a lot of room
for growth.

If you're looking for an internship where you can really
have the opportunity to fly with your unique talents and
abilities, this project might just be the perfect fit. In this
role, delve into the experiment aspect of this project with
the Experiment Benefits team. Cultivate your analytical
side by assisting in survey analysis, providing clarity and
understanding to participants of the benefits. Aid in
articulating effective experiment questions and methods
for collecting informative data. Also help find evidence
that already exists providing project benefit evidence.
Interns will be given opportunities to apply current
educational tools as well as develop new ideas and
techniques with hands-on experience and a lot of room
for growth.

We’re looking for:
Writers, Editors, Creative Thinkers,
Genealogists, Interview Coordinators, Small
Project Managers

MARKETING (INVITING) TEAM

We’re looking for:
Spreadsheet Management, Survey
Management, Creative Thinking,
Technological Savvy, Project Management,
Psychologists, Researchers, Analysts

BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION
TEAM

If you're looking for an internship where you can really have
the opportunity to fly with your unique talents and abilities,
this project might just be the perfect fit. In this role,
experience the excitement of marketing for a grassroots
movement. Participate in creating an in-depth plan to
invite, excite, entice, and encourage otherwise uninterested
parties to come and participate as an experiment
participant. Invite them to increase family connections with
both living and deceased family as we conduct this informal
experiment, examining the emotional and other benefits of
increasing these connections. Use your creative skills and
ideas along with your social media savvy and creative knowhow to help build marketing campaigns, initiatives and
relations.Interns will be given opportunities to apply current
educational tools as well as develop new ideas and
techniques with ample hands-on experience and a lot of
room for growth and discovery.

If you're looking for an internship where you can truly have
the opportunity to fly with your unique talents and abilities,
this project might just be the perfect fit. In this role, help
mold a grassroots organization aimed at increasing
connections and measuring the resulting benefits. As a
team assistant you will be provided with a wide variety of
opportunities to apply your organizational savvy and
administrative know-how. Our organization is growing fast
and will be the perfect place for you to hone an array of
skills related to business management and organization,
including: project management, business analysis, growth
plans, working with sponsors, accounting, web building and
graphic design, as well as many other facets of small
business management.

We’re looking for:
Social Media Gurus, Team Managers, Media
Relations , Specialists, Creative Thinkers,
Videographers/Editors

We’re looking for:
Graphic Designers (Canva, Illustrator), Web
Builders (Wordpress), Team Organizers,
Translation Coordinator

APPLY
NOW

